Dallas Genealogical Society
P.O. Box 12446
Dallas, TX 75225-0446

The Dallas Genealogical Society invites you to our Summer Seminar

J. Mark Lowe, CG, FUGA

Way Down Home:
Tracing Your Southern Roots
August 4th, 2018

Join us at J. Erik Jonsson Central Library • 1515 Young Street, Dallas, TX
J. Mark Lowe, CG, FUGA describes himself as a lifelong genealogist. He is a full-time professional genealogist, author, and lecturer who specializes in original records and manuscripts throughout the South. Mark lives in Robertson County, Tennessee just north of Nashville near the Kentucky border.

Mark enjoys opportunities to share what he has learned over the years. He serves as the Course Coordinator for ‘Research in the South’ at IGHR (Georgia Genealogical Society) and also directs Southern courses for the Salt Lake Institute of Genealogy (SLIG). Mark has worked on several genealogical television series including Finding Your Past: American Lives 2, Who Do You Think You Are? and UnXplained Events, and provided content for podcasts on Gimlet Media, including Twice Removed.

Mark has published in the Association of Professional Genealogists Quarterly (APGQ), National Genealogical Society Quarterly (NGSQ), the Genealogical Speakers’ Guild SPEAK!, The Longhunter (So. Ky. Genealogical Society), The Middle Tennessee Genealogical Society Quarterly and other local society publications. He formerly was President of the Association of Professional Genealogists (APG), President of the Federation of Genealogical Societies (FGS), and President of the Southern Kentucky Genealogical Society. Mark is a Certified Genealogist and a Fellow of the Utah Genealogical Society, and was awarded the Graham T. Smallwood Award by the Association of Professional Genealogists.

Join us for this wonderful seminar!

Scan the QR code with a QR-reading app on your phone to see more information and to register for the seminar.